
Arrival

The rain had stopped, leaving puddles in the far-left corner of the courtyard, where the concrete 
ground dipped slightly. Inside the guardhouse, Warrant Officer Bartelli leaned back in the hard 
metal chair, drawing on his cigarette one last time. He glanced at the clock on the wall, exhaled and 
leaned forwards again, stubbing the cigarette out. Three forty-three PM on a Thursday.

The telephone from the outer cordon rang. He sighed, and lifted the earpiece. “Yes?” He listened,
instantly straightening. “Yes, sir.” He covered the mouthpiece, glancing to his right at the sergeant 
standing next to the door out to the walkway above the courtyard. “Open the outer gate, Pete.”

The sergeant saluted, wordlessly pressing a button on the panel in front of him. A two-tone alarm
sounded, alerting everyone that a convoy was coming in. The guards on the walkway pointed their 
rifles out through the slots, fingers resting on the trigger guards. A minute later, the sergeant pulled a
lever towards him. Bartelli stood up, looking out the window into the courtyard as the gate rolled 
open.

A khaki-and-grey Austin truck rumbled backwards into the yard, another senior non-com 
directing it up to the loading platform. It looked like a run-of-the-mill supply truck from the outside,
perfect for a discreet prison run. A casual onlooker would have been surprised to see the armed 
guards surrounding the back of the truck. That same casual onlooker would not have been allowed 
within two miles of the place, somewhere in the Irish countryside northeast of Castlebar. As soon as
it had stopped, the sergeant closed the gate again.

From where he stood, the truck was partly blocking Bartelli's view, but it had come in off-centre, 
allowing him to see the guards down the far end. He could also see the officer who had climbed out 
of the front passenger's seat, a leather satchel clasped firmly under one arm. The officer was a lean 
man with a dignified posture that contrasted with the mud stains on his uniform, some of which 
were deliberately painted over the insignia on his tunic cuffs. Bartelli thought he recognised the 
man as one of the field agents; Major Nettleson?

He watched dispassionately as the guards unlocked the back of the truck. Two more field agents 
left the truck, each dragging a prisoner with them. Both prisoners looked very young, even from 
behind. One wore a faded, old-fashioned yellow dress, and her brown hair had been shaved on one 
side. The other one, a boy wearing a loose grey jumper and faded black trousers, had short black 
hair. Surprisingly, neither had been restrained. Then again, he reflected, this particular block was 
reserved for the less troublesome ones.

“Is that the Sandman?”
Bartelli nodded slightly, glancing from the prisoners to the major. “Think so. Wonder where he 

bagged them.”
“They don't look like orcs. Recently infected?” The other sergeant's voice was carefully 

detached. Bartelli didn't reply. He simply watched as the prisoners were pulled in through the door, 
into the antechamber that led towards the archives and the lift to the detention block. As the door 
slid closed, he wondered what the major had inside the satchel. It didn't look like an overnight kit.

Inside the lift, the prisoners looked like a regular pair of human children, albeit somewhat 
exhausted. Neither looked especially strong or even particularly big, but it was a known fact that the
Fomorians rarely looked as strong as they were, even at close range. Even if they had only recently 
been infected, and thus had not begun to develop the larger muscles that distinguished an orc from a
human, the procedure was to assume they would attempt to escape.

The girl's green eyes darted around, clearly sizing up the guards. Her mouth and fists were 
defiantly clenched shut. It was a look many of them had seen before; somebody who knew she was 
probably infected, who thought she had nothing left to lose. Up close, two thicker patches of stubble
were visible on the right side of her head, where whoever had shaved that side had made a mess of 
it.



The boy, in contrast, looked down at the floor, with his exact target hidden by his sunglasses. An 
ugly, freshly-stitched gash marred his left cheek. His breath came far quicker and shallower as the 
lift descended and came to a halt, plainly terrified. As the cage slid open, the guard holding him 
tugged on his elbow, causing him to flinch.

The corridor on the other side was about twenty feet long, ending in a pair of double doors with a
pair of armed guards. Painted on each door was a round logo with “Fortitudo et Scientia” around 
the edges of an open book and a sword. Another officer sat behind a desk, rising to salute the major. 
The children paid him no attention; they had eyes only for the sergeant on the opposite side of the 
corridor, or more specifically, the green scaly patches of skin on his face and ivory fangs that jutted 
up from his jaw. The sergeant seemed a little bemused by this.

“Major. New patients?”
“Indeed, Fox.” The major returned the salute, handing over his Mauser pistol. 
“Where'd you catch them, sir?”
“Can't tell you that, I'm afraid. It's rather...complicated. Suffice it to say that there's quite a bit of 

documentation as well.”
“Documentation? All right, say no more, sir.” The officer pulled a lever on the wall next to him. 

Seconds later, the doors swung open to reveal another pair of guards, both clearly human, and 
completely unperturbed by the Fomorian sergeant. If anything, they seemed mildly amused by the 
children's confusion. Fifty yards past them were a pair of cages across the corridor, with a door 
sandwiched between them. A nurse exited the door, glanced at the children as she turned to close the
door, and stepped back inside to hold it open.

The room that she led them into was square and well-lit. A desk and chair lay a third of the way 
down the room, the last third of the room taken up by two folding canvas screens. Directly behind 
the desk was a height chart and scales; opposite them was a bench that had been bolted to the wall 
and fitted with metal rings at regular intervals. It didn't take the children long to guess what they 
were for as the nurse directed them to sit on the bench, her eyes running over them. She glanced 
disapprovingly at the major.

“I imagine they resisted arrest?” She pointed at the cut on the boy's cheek. A hint of 
incomprehension crept into the girl's defiant stare at her Welsh accent.

He shook his head. “They're both rather unsettled, but that was accidental. I believe he tripped 
and gashed it on a rock.”

“Are they likely to resist?” She pressed him.
“I rather think not. They've nowhere else to go.” The boy flinched at that.
“Hmph. All right, then. Do either of you speak English?”
“I do...” the boy mumbled in an indeterminate Galway accent. He glanced sideways at the girl, 

rapidly translating it into Firtollan or Gaelic; the nurse didn't speak either well enough to know the 
difference. The girl shook her head and replied in the same language, but with a different accent and
slower, more refined diction. She had a slight stutter – not enough to make her any less 
understandable, but definitely there.

“I see. Would you – ah, Sarah.”
“Beti.”
The girl goggled and shifted away down the bench, apparently in fear of the second nurse who 

entered with a bulging clipboard and a metal box of clothing. Or, perhaps more likely, due to the 
fangs that rose from Sarah’s lower lip. Her face lacked any sign of the green scales that they had 
seen earlier, but the small patch on the back of her right hand clarified that she was a Fomorian. The
boy had a resigned look on his face that belied his apparent need for the darkened glasses. If he was 
from Galway – a military town, with a heavy British presence – he had probably heard the rumours 
before. She gave them a brief sympathetic look.

“I shall leave you to it.” The major tipped his hat and left the room, closing the door behind him. 
The girl tensed at this and hunched over, eyes locked onto the Fomorian in a look that clearly said 
she would fight back if the orc laid hands upon her.

“Sarah, I'll need you to translate for me. It appears that she doesn't speak English.”



“All right, then,” Sarah replied, looking at the children more closely. “I don't know about you, 
but I think they need a bath first.” She switched into Gaelic, addressing the children. The boy shook
his head and replied. She frowned, confused by his rapid dialect, and spoke again. The girl repeated 
it.

“It appears Major Nettleson arranged that already.”
“All right, let's get them dressed.” Beti lifted one of the piles of clothing, gesturing for the boy to

follow her, and led him behind one of the screens. “I will have to search you first.”
“They already did that,” the boy muttered, hunched over sullenly with his arms folded in a 

defensive pout. She wasn't surprised at this. They'd probably been pretty rough about it.
“It's part of the procedure. It happens to everyone, no exceptions. That included Miss Delaney 

and Sergeant Porter when they first arrived.”
“Let me guess, those fuckers from-”
“Mind you language!” she admonished him. Knowing what he was about to ask, she continued, 

“They were indeed captured by the so-called Brotherhood. If you don't mind me asking-”
“I don't wanta talk about it,” the boy cut her off, shivering slightly. Not yet, perhaps.
“I understand. Now, please. I need to make sure you aren't hiding anything.”
The boy reluctantly removed his jumper, revealing a grubby shirt that was slightly too short for 

him. As expected, there was nothing in his pockets or hidden underneath his shirt or trousers; the 
field agents did know how to search people.

“Good. Now, put this on.”
The boy reluctantly removed his shirt, revealing a skinny frame. As she turned to step outside the

screen, she got a glimpse of a vaguely familiar mark on his right arm, possibly a tattoo. It looked 
like a hollow rectangle with C-T-C in that Gaelic font the Firtollan dwarves used; one that was still 
recognised around the world.

“Connacht Trading? Does your-”
“I don't wanta talk about it!” the boy hissed, tensing and backing away from her. She remained 

completely still, keeping her hands visible as the boy flattened himself against the wall, breathing 
rapidly and heavily. From behind her, she could hear the girl asking something. It sounded like a 
name...Dear-mwid?

She glanced over her shoulder. Both Sarah and the girl were staring at them. She turned back to 
look at the boy, who was suddenly sliding down the wall into an exhausted slump. Two plus two 
made four; she was about to help him to his feet, when she heard Sarah instructing the girl to come 
with her. Something about the other nurse’s tone broke the girl’s resistance, or enough for the girl to
back behind the other screen, eyes darting anxiously between Sarah and her fellow detainee.

“All right, lad, up you get. Now get dressed, and we'll get started on the paperwork.”
The boy eventually rose unsteadily to his feet and reluctantly donned the new trousers and shirt, 

still leaving his sunglasses on. That was unusual; he didn't act like he needed them. Had he 
damaged an eye when he cut his cheek open?

Sarah was already standing behind the desk, going through the paperwork with the girl. The girl 
was still tense, eyes darting between Sarah and the guard as she answered some basic questions 
about her background; name, date and place of birth, physical details, parents or next of kin. 
Something about one of the questions made her flinch, and she started crying as Sarah began to take
her fingerprints. 

Beti put that from her head; as much as she felt sorry for the girl, she had to get the boy's 
paperwork in order. Running over the form – an initial admission form – she glanced at the boy and 
cleared her throat. He remained hunched over, looking down at the floor with his arms folded into 
his chest.

“I'm going to need some details for the records, boy. Please answer these as truthfully as 
possible. We'll start with the obvious; your name.”

Reluctantly, he looked in her direction. “Diarmuid.”
“Your full name, Dear...Diarmuid. If you can anglicise it, that would be great. If not, please spell 

it for me.”



“Diarmuid O'Flatherta.” He spelled it out for her as Diarmuid Ó Flaithearta. There was no 
hesitation in his spelling; undoubtedly a native speaker who had not learned how to anglicise it.

“Good. When and where were you born?”
“The Claddagh. 11th of January...nineteen-and-three.”
“The Claddagh? Is that in...Galway?”
“No, it's just west of it. Other side of the Corrib. Just opposite Spanish Arch.”
She recorded this exactly as he had stated it. His description sounded familiar...but that was part 

of Galway. She shrugged inwardly, moving onto the next part.
“I need some details about your parents. Names and occupations.”
“Ma's dead. Dad was...is a fisherman. He's been missing for two years now.”
“Oh...then your legal guardians are?”
“Me what?” 
“Who is raising you?”
“My aunt and uncle. Seamus and Maire Uí Flatherta. He's a fisherman.”
“Do you have many siblings and cousins?” This wasn't on the form, but it never hurt to ask. 

Chances are that he did. His response was a begrudging “three and too many”. That sounded like 
family issues to her. 

“I need some physical details before we photograph you and take your fingerprints,” she told 
him, glancing over at him and looking him up and down. “Your height, weight, hair colour, eye 
colour-”

Diarmuid twitched and hissed like an angry snake, attracting the others' attention. She hesitated; 
it was clearly a sore point for him, but she had to know. Sarah had leaned forwards, gazing carefully
at them to remind the boy that she was still present. “I can tell it's something you don't like, but-”

“You have no idea,” the boy whispered. He pulled off his sunglasses, staring at her with the most
sinister blood-red eyes Beti had ever seen. She forced herself to remain calm, noting the colour. It 
was unusual – no, unnerving – but the way he sagged dejectedly a second later told her, clearer than
words, what he thought about them. 

“Come over to the scales now. You can keep those glasses on for the time being.” His height and 
weight measurements went off without a hitch, revealing that her initial estimates of a hundred 
pounds and five feet were as near as made no difference. A lean, bony boy, though he'd put on 
weight soon enough. Both of them would. She privately gave it two months, perhaps one, given 
their age. 

Beti glanced over both forms, checking for mistakes and missing information. She frowned as 
she saw that the girl – Siobhán MacCarthy – was a Firtollan citizen from Keel, Achill Island. A 
human being a dwarven citizen wasn't particularly surprising, but how had she become exposed to 
Fomoritis along with a Galway fisherman's son? She shrugged; this was definitely something she 
would hear about later.

As Beti gathered the paperwork and turned to leave, Sarah started to address the children in 
Gaelic. It sounded like she was going over the basic rules before finding them each a cell. Finding 
them one wouldn't be a problem – with only five underage patients, there were fifteen available. 
The biggest problem, she knew from bitter experience, was making sure they didn't harm 
themselves for the unforgivably heinous crime of being unwillingly turned into orcs.

Her mouth puckered as she left the room with the paperwork. That was a side-effect of a 
dwarven law that mandated the complete extermination of the orcs, hastily passed over twenty-five 
years ago, with no regard to the circumstances for how a specific orc came to be an orc. The name 
of whichever idiot had proposed it eluded her, but they had a lot to answer for.
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